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Abstract

Background: Half of the population of Africa will soon live in towns and cities where it can be protected from malaria by controlling aquatic stages of mosquitoes. Rigorous but affordable and scaleable methods for mapping and managing mosquito habitats are required to enable effective larval control in urban Africa.

Methods: A simple community-based mapping procedure that requires no electronic devices in the field was developed to facilitate routine larval surveillance in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. The mapping procedure included (1) community-based development of sketch maps and (2) verification of sketch maps through technical teams using laminated aerial photographs in the field which were later digitized and analysed using Geographical Information Systems (GIS).

Results: Three urban wards of Dar es Salaam were comprehensively mapped, covering an area of 16.8 km². Over thirty percent of this area were not included in preliminary community-based sketch mapping, mostly because they were areas that do not appear on local government residential lists. The use of aerial photographs and basic GIS allowed rapid identification and inclusion of these key areas, as well as more equal distribution of the workload of malaria control field staff.

Conclusion: The procedure developed enables complete coverage of targeted areas with larval control through comprehensive spatial coverage with community-derived sketch maps. The procedure is practical, affordable, and requires minimal technical skills. This approach can be readily integrated into malaria vector control programmes, scaled up to towns and cities all over Tanzania and adapted to urban settings elsewhere in Africa.
Background

Urban malaria and its historical control in Dar es Salaam

Malaria is responsible for more than one million deaths world-wide each year, mainly in sub-Saharan Africa [1-3]. In areas prone to malaria, urbanization has major implications for the transmission and epidemiology of malaria [4,5]. Although malaria vector density is typically much lower in urban areas compared to periurban and particularly rural areas [6], malaria transmission in urban and periurban settings remains a significant problem [2,3,7-9]. In Dar es Salaam, over a million malaria cases are reported by the health facilities every year [10], though malaria is clearly grossly overreported [11-13] and a considerable part of the infections might result from travel to rural areas [13]. Ninety percent of all malaria cases in Dar es Salaam are caused by Plasmodium falciparum, and the main vectors in this major urban centre are Anopheles gambiae sensu strictu Giles, Anopheles arabiensis Patton, Anopheles funestus Giles and Anopheles merus Dönitz [14].

Dar es Salaam has a long history in malaria control, starting more than 100 years ago in the German colonial era [15,16]. A variety of techniques has been used to control malaria in the city for many decades, with considerable success [14]. In 1972, economic and political reasons led to chemotherapy being the only anti-malaria intervention left in place. As a result, the density of Anopheles mosquitoes started to increase again [17]. Starting in 1988, the City of Dar es Salaam collaborated with the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), focussing on vector control, promoting people's perceptions of malaria and involving communities in environmental management activities [14,16]. Despite some successes such as the rehabilitation of drainage infrastructure, this programme did not achieve sustainability and ended in 1996. Main reasons for this are considered to be insufficiently developed local ownership and capacity [16].

The Dar es Salaam Urban Malaria Control Programme

The aim of the current Dar es Salaam Urban Malaria Control Programme (UMCP) is to control aquatic-stage mosquitoes using community-based resource persons (CORPs), and to evaluate the effectiveness of this intervention (for definitions and abbreviations please refer to table 1). The goals of the UMCP are part of the National Malaria Control Programme, which comprises vector control, improved malaria case management, malaria prevention in pregnancy, epidemic management and strengthening of systems for delivering and managing these interventions [18]. The UMCP has developed out of a local initiative: in 2002, the Ilala Municipal Council independently planned, funded and implemented a community-based mosquito surveillance programme. Two years later, this programme was scaled up to 15 of the 73 wards of Dar es Salaam, covering an area of 56 km² (figure 1), with support from national and international academic partners [16]. All UMCP activities are coordinated by the City Medical Office of Health, and are fully integrated into the decentralized administrative system in Dar es Salaam (figure 2). The UMCP in its current form was launched in March 2004 and operates on all five administrative levels of the city: the city council, 3 municipalities, 15 wards, 67 neighbourhoods referred to as mitaas in Kiswahili (singular mitaa, meaning literally street) and more than 3000 ten-cell-units (table 1 & figure 2). The main tasks on the four upper levels are project management and supervision, whereas the actual monitoring, mosquito larval surveillance and control is organised and implemented at the level of the smallest administrative units, the so-called ten-cell-units (TCUs). A TCU typically comprises about ten houses, in some cases even more than one hundred. Each TCU is headed by an elected chairperson [16,19]. The core activities of the UMCP are implemented by CORPs to whom specific responsibilities and target areas are allocated (table 1 & figure 2). On a weekly basis, they monitor and document the larval habitats of mosquitoes in every ten-cell-unit, receiving minimal remuneration [16,20]. The exact number of ten-cell-units that each CORP is responsible for varies depending on their sizes and characteristics. Starting in March 2006, additional CORPs have been recruited and trained to apply biological larvicide (Bacillus thuringiensis var. israelensis) to all potential larval habitats of malaria vectors. Thus, there are two groups of CORPs: the larval surveillance CORPs and the larviciding CORPs. This article only refers to those CORPs who are responsible for larval surveillance and monitoring.

Targeting of the most productive habitats could improve the cost-effectiveness of mosquito larval control in Africa [21]. Remotely sensed imagery, GIS and GPS can support the identification and recording of such habitats on village or city level [14,22-26]. However, the operational challenges of a large-scale programme and the lack of scientific evidence of its feasibility and effectiveness suggest the need for exhaustive coverage and very simple implementation protocols that can be implemented by community-level staff with minimal education. This is essential if larval control is to achieve substantial reductions of malaria transmission and disease burden [27], considering the highly dynamic nature of mosquito larval habitats in urban areas that are often too small to be identifiable on aerial pictures [25,27]. In order to provide the necessary basis for this goal, the CORPs record and monitor all potential mosquito habitats. However, an evaluation of the CORPs work in the first months of the programme from March to June 2004 revealed the need for new procedures such as the ones presented in this paper, in order to tighten up the standards of community-based larval control. During the previous evaluation, the CORPs...
Table 1: Definitions and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORP:</td>
<td>Community-Owned Resource Person. The responsibility for routine mosquito surveillance in Dar es Salaam is delegated to individual community members (CORPs) who are appointed and managed through neighbourhood health committees [16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS:</td>
<td>Geographical Information System. A GIS is a computer system for capturing, storing, analyzing and managing data and associated attributes which are spatially referenced to the earth [32, 33].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS:</td>
<td>Global Positioning System [32, 33].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipality:</td>
<td>The Dar es Salaam City Region is subdivided into three municipalities, namely Ilala, Temeke and Kinondoni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Space:</td>
<td>Public or private unbuilt land, for example hazardous lands declared not suitable for construction, road reserves, available land for community use, as well as residential, industrial or institutional plots under-utilised or awaiting development. Open spaces are often used for agricultural activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot:</td>
<td>All TCUs within the wards covered by the UMCP are subdivided into plots. A plot is defined here as a specific physical area with an identifiable owner, occupant or user and with clearly defined boundaries within one specific TCU. The plot boundaries are defined by UMCP staff. Therefore, the plots do not always correspond with actual cadastral information such as land ownership [31].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood:</td>
<td>The 73 wards of the Dar es Salaam City Region are administratively subdivided into 368 neighbourhoods. The 15 wards covered by UMCP comprise 67 neighbourhoods. The local Kiswahili term for neighbourhood is mitaa (plural mitato) which literally means &quot;street&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU:</td>
<td>Ten-Cell-Unit. The 368 neighbourhoods (mitao) of the Dar es Salaam City Region are subdivided into several thousand ten-cell-units (TCUs). They typically comprise about ten houses, in some cases even more than one hundred, and are headed by an elected chairperson. Some non-residential areas were not included in any TCU by the time the UMCP started. In the progress, such areas were assigned to be new TCUs, or were attached to existing TCUs in all neighbourhoods within the UMCP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMCP:</td>
<td>Urban Malaria Control Programme of the Dar es Salaam City Medical Office of Health, in co-operation with national and international research and funding organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward:</td>
<td>The three municipalities of the Dar es Salaam City Region are subdivided into 73 wards. Currently, 15 of these wards are covered by the UMCP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

detected less than 50% of all breeding sites [20], which is unlikely to achieve satisfactory impact on malaria transmission if this is considered an upper limit for coverage with insecticide [27].

This article is part of a series of papers that present results from different elements of the UMCP programme [14,16,20,25]. Future articles will show that larval control does work and is effective in reducing malaria burden in Dar es Salaam (unpublished data), and specify the surveillance methodology. This paper describes a community-based participatory mapping procedure that can be used to overcome the challenges described above, and allows the integration of the valuable knowledge of community members. The approach aims to enable complete coverage of targeted communities with larval control by optimising the quality and spatial coverage of community-derived sketch maps. The overall goal of developing this procedure is to improve programme management systems in a way that makes routine larval surveillance and control truly effective. The approach described is easily replicable, adaptable and transferable to any other city in Tanzania or Africa, provided the necessary resources and policy support are available. It particularly takes into account the resource situation and limited availability of maps and remote sensing data in such settings, which cannot be compared to western countries.

Methods
Study area

This study was conducted in urban Dar es Salaam, the largest city and de facto capital of Tanzania with almost 2.7 million inhabitants in 2005 [28]. Situated on the shores of the Indian Ocean, with large parts of the city located only a few meters above sea level, Dar es Salaam has a hot and humid tropical climate with two rainy seasons and is characterized as an area with endemic and perennial malaria, with transmission occurring during the entire year [29]. The administrative city region covers an area of almost 1,400 km² [14], of which 56 km² are covered by the fifteen wards included in the UMCP at present (figure 1). Although the UMCP area only makes up for 4% of the overall city region, it covers some of the most densely populated parts of the city. It is inhabited by more than 610,000 people, and therefore almost a quarter of the total population [30]. Most of this area is built-up, but nevertheless provides excellent breeding sites for mosquitoes [14,25], especially where the groundwater table is high. In Dar es Salaam, almost all kinds of water accumulations can be breeding sites for Anopheles sp. larvae [25]. The participatory mapping procedure described here was developed in three of the fifteen UMCP wards. These three wards had been selected as study area because the UMCP had chosen them as the first wards to implement community-based larval control starting from 2006.
Figure 1
Project wards of the Dar es Salaam Urban Malaria Control Programme. Dar es Salaam City Map. The dark grey and yellow shaded areas show the 15 wards in which the UMCP is operating at present. The yellow areas mark the first three wards that were systematically mapped using the methodology described here. 1 – Mikocheni, 2 – Buguruni, 3 – Kurasini. Source of background map: Dar es Salaam City Map and Guide, published in 1995 by Surveys and Mapping Division, Tanzania.
Resources needed
The resources and materials necessary for the creation of sketch maps and their verification are listed in table 2, together with an indication of their respective costs.

Preliminary sketch mapping
The framework within which the daily work of the CORPs is conducted is a set of sketch maps of their areas of responsibility (figure 3A). Their creation is the first activity in the mapping sequence described here. The first round of sketch mapping in Dar es Salaam was initiated in 2004. The CORPs drew preliminary sketch maps of all existing TCUs located within the programme area. For this endeavour, they were supported and trained by UMCP staff, and provided with printed standard operating procedures as reference material [31] (additional file 1; Guidelines for ten-cell-unit mapping). The original sketch maps and corresponding description forms were filed at the respective ward offices, and a copy brought to the city council for central information management.

The purpose of the sketch maps is to enable the CORPs to assign a unique number to any larval habitat found within a plot and enable supervisory staff to identify it unambiguously when inspecting the work of that CORP. Features included in the sketch maps are roads, pathways, drains or other landmarks, boundaries of the TCUs, and a subdivision of the whole TCU area into individually numbered plots based on regular use or ownership [31]. Attached to every sketch map is a description form that contains

---

Table 2: Costs of participatory mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity/Item</th>
<th>Costs in TSh (2005)</th>
<th>Costs in USD</th>
<th>Costs per km² in USD</th>
<th>Costs per TCU in USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technician (BSc in Geography or equivalent; skilled in working with communities, GIS and aerial imagery)</td>
<td>2,450,000</td>
<td>2,156</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field assistant (trained by technician)</td>
<td>1,050,000</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPs (responsible for and familiar with the area to be mapped, and respected by the community)</td>
<td>780,000</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for CORPs in sketch mapping (implemented by UMCP management team and technician)</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial photographs (printed; resolution of 1 m or better and colour images recommended)</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamination (for protection of printed aerial photographs)</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary &amp; copy costs (mapping templates for TCU sketch maps, description forms for each plot, pens)</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer with GIS software (for example MapInfo Professional 6.0, ArcView 3.2 or more recent versions)</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour printer &amp; cartridges</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>1,056</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorbike (optional) &amp; fuel</td>
<td>2,300,000</td>
<td>2,024</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 15,830,000 TSh = 13,930 USD = 831 USD per TCU

The costs of the participatory mapping for a total of three wards (16.8 km²) with a total of 589 TCUs are calculated on the following basis: Two CORPs per day with a daily remuneration of Tsh 3,000 per person, with five working days per week over a period of six months. Exchange rate: Tsh 1,000 = USD 0.88 (source: http://www.oanda.com, September 1, 2005). The amount for item “serial photographs” may vary due to availability; adequate imagery might be freely available, e.g. from Google Earth™.
details about each plot such as house number, name of the household head or characteristics of the area [31] (table 1 and additional file 1). There is one sketch map for each TCU.

The sketch maps do not necessarily look like the area itself from the air (figure 3B), but nevertheless provide good guidance for the CORPs in the field. One obvious advantage of the system is that it corresponds to the existing administrative boundaries. This makes it easier for the CORPs to orient themselves in the field, as most community members are aware of the number of the TCU their household is located in, and thus can be asked if in doubt.

**Technical mapping with aerial photographs**

In the next step, which will be referred to as "technical mapping" as opposed to "sketch mapping", the preliminary sketch maps were verified, corrected and formalized in the field by a technical team in collaboration with the CORPs. By using aerial photographs, all boundaries of TCUs, neighbourhoods and wards were formally mapped. The basis for the technical mapping was a digital aerial picture of Dar es Salaam in colour, taken in 2002 (ground resolution 0.5 m, produced by Geospace International, Pretoria, South Africa). This picture covers the whole urban area of Dar es Salaam. The relevant segments of the picture were colour printed as a mosaic of A4 pages at a
scale of 1:3,000. The prints were laminated in order to protect them during intensive use in the field, and to allow drawing on the transparent surface with non-permanent marker pens that can easily be erased again for corrections (figure 3C). Finished parts of the map were covered with transparent sticky tape for protection of the drawings.

After meeting all stakeholders, including the CORPs, at the local government office, the area to be technically mapped on the respective day was agreed on. The technical team showed a sample map so that everybody could understand how the technical map should appear in the end. This particularly helped avoiding the potential misunderstanding on the side of the CORPs that the technical team came to evaluate their work with the possibility of disciplinary action. Such perceptions proved very counter-productive because they greatly limited open interaction between the CORPs and the technical mapping team. The technical team and the responsible CORPs then went to the nearest TCU he or she was working in, together with the respective preliminary sketch maps (figure 3A), description forms, and laminated aerial photograph (figure 3C & 3D). The CORP was asked to take the team to the boundary of the TCU. After reaching it, the position was marked on the photograph as the starting point (figure 4B). The team then walked along the boundary with the neighbouring TCU. The boundary was continuously marked on the photograph (figure 4C), and regular stops were made to verify accuracy. While walking, the CORPs were asked repeatedly which TCU was on the left side, and which one on the right. As soon as another border with a different adjoining TCU was reached, the team marked the three-way intersection of the TCU being mapped and the two adjacent TCUs (figure 4C & 4D). This procedure was continued until the starting point was reached again (figure 4D). If it was not possible to walk along the boundary due to construction or other obstacles, it was ensured that what was marked in the technical map represented the actual agreed border. With the same procedure, all existing TCUs within a ward were mapped. By doing so, previously unsurveyed areas were identified and included into the sketch maps.

Identification of missing areas and correction of sketch maps
Some of the identified unsurveyed areas were relatively small and easy to integrate into the sketch maps, whereas others turned out to be very large and required a more complex follow-up action by inclusion into newly created TCUs. Problems related to small areas could be solved directly on the spot. After the technical mapping of each single TCU, the team thoroughly checked for unsurveyed areas within that TCU. The sketch map had to cover exactly the same area as marked on the aerial photograph, and all areas within the TCU had to be assigned to a specific plot so that all plots could subsequently be surveyed by CORPs for mosquito larval habitats on a regular and routine basis. Omissions of certain areas from the sketch maps were immediately corrected by assigning a new plot number or by adding an area to an existing plot on the sketch map. Any unsurveyed areas included by the technical team were marked for documentation, and included in the sketch maps and description forms immediately. This means that the TCUs defined by the UMCP are not always identical to administrative TCUs in terms of their boundaries.

In the case of access-restricted, relatively large unsurveyed areas that did not belong to any TCU, new TCUs were created by the CORPs together with their supervising staff. The boundary lines of the new TCUs were defined, and new TCU numbers assigned. Permission for regular access to all properties located within the new TCUs was sought and obtained by the programme management on municipal level. Finally, the new sketch maps were formalized and corrected in exactly the same way as described above.

Digitization of technical maps and provision for operational teams
As the last working step, the technical maps based on the aerial imagery were digitized. Provided that the aerial imagery used is available in digital format, only a computer with GIS software is needed. Digitization and data analysis was done with the GIS software package MapInfo Professional® 7.0 [MapInfo Corporation, One Global View, Troy, New York 12180]. The aerial imagery was georeferenced, which means that geographical coordinates (UTM, longitude/latitude) were available for each point of the image. This is the case with most commercial remotely sensed imagery, but can also be done by identifying a few reference points of which the coordinates are known (possible sources are topographical maps or a standard GPS receiver) [32,33]. The digitizing itself was done “on screen” with a computer, by creating separate layers for TCUs, neighbourhoods, wards, unsurveyed areas and text labels. The latter comprise useful features such as landmarks and street names, and consist of points with attribute data. All other layers consist of polygons with attribute data such as TCU numbers, names of wards, neighbourhoods and names of responsible CORPs, characteristics of each area and automatically calculated sizes of each polygon.

After digitization, each ward and the mapped features were printed as colour maps (figure 5). One colour map per ward was kept on file at the city office together with copies of all corrected sketch maps and description forms. A large-scale colour print of each ward map was laminated and returned to the respective local government offices,
Figure 4
Technical mapping of a TCU. The underlying scene is taken from the aerial picture and shows TCU 40 and its surroundings in Kurasini ward, Shimo la Udongo neighbourhood. The large green structures in the lower half of the picture are sewage ponds. A. Mapping technician and CORP walking along the boundary of the TCU. The sewage ponds are visible in the background. B. The starting point is marked on the map. C. Marking the boundary of TCU 40 in red colour while walking along the boundary. The neighbouring TCU numbers and three-way-intersections are marked at the same time. D. Reaching the starting point again. E. The technical mapping of TCU 40 is finished. The market area has been identified as unsurveyed and is marked in yellow colour. F. Final technical map including the neighbouring TCUs.
where the originals of the sketch maps and description forms are stored while not in use by the CORPs. During operations, the colour maps are mostly used by supervisory staff for evaluation of the CORPs work and assurance of complete larval control coverage.

**Ethical considerations**

All work during this study was on geographical material and did not involve human subjects. Research clearance was obtained from the Medical Research Coordination Committee of the National Institute of Medical Research in Tanzania (NIMR/HQ/R.8a/Vol. IX/279) and the Tanzanian Commission of Science and Technology (No. 2004-69-MFS-2004-24 and No. 2005-123-NA-2004-163). This manuscript has been published with kind permission of the Director of the National Institute for Medical Research of the United Republic of Tanzania. In order to achieve community consent and before starting any field work, the stakeholders and community leaders at the respective local government units were contacted. The goals of the activity were explained, and the mapping team was introduced. All responsible CORPs and the programme management staff in charge for an area to be mapped were present in such meetings.

**Results**

Three complete wards covering a total area of 16.8 km², consisting of 12 neighbourhoods and 589 TCUs, were mapped during several phases with interruptions between March 2004 and January 2006 (figure 5). The mapping comprised the community-based creation of sketch maps and their verification by a technical team using laminated aerial photographs. The mapped area is equivalent to 30% of the total project area and home to 128,000 people [30]. The total time needed for the actual work was six months. Overall, it was found that before the technical mapping, only 14.0 km² (83.3%) of the study area had been included in TCUs, and only 11.5 km² (68.4%) of the study area had been surveyed for mosquito larval habitats by CORPs (figure 6A). This means that by that time, 2.8 km² area had been surveyed for mosquito larval habitats by only 14.0 km² (83.3%) of the study area had been included in TCUs, and only 11.5 km² (68.4%) of the study area had been surveyed for mosquito larval habitats by any CORP. Non-residential areas such as industrial areas, commercial areas and open spaces (table 1) are not usually part of any TCU or residential lists. Therefore, they often were not included in preliminary sketch maps. Furthermore, some CORPs at first did not understand that such areas are important for their work, and tended to focus on residential areas. Other initially unsurveyed areas resulted from misinterpretation of actual TCU boundaries by the CORPs. Such misinterpretations often happened where the boundaries between TCUs did not coincide with intuitive landmarks such as roads, but were located in less structured areas such as river valleys without residential areas. In such cases, all responsible CORPs including those from adjacent TCUs, their supervisors and the technical team revisited the area. The borders between their respective areas could then be assessed properly with full participation by all responsible for and familiar with the area.

**Mikocheni ward**

Mikocheni (figure 5C) with a total area of 7.6 km² is subdivided into three neighbourhoods (Mikocheni A, Mikocheni B and Regent Estate). The northern parts of Mikocheni A and B as well as the whole of Regent Estate are low and medium density residential areas, with residents of relatively high socio-economic status. Plots in this area are typically well defined by walls or fences. The same is true for the industrial and commercial areas in the south of Mikocheni B. For the CORPs this means that they have to ask watchmen or owners for permission every time they want to enter such plots, which was the main reason for not surveying such properties for larval habitats initially. In Regent Estate, there were some residential plots where the CORPs were not allowed to enter, or were not willing to do so because of watchdogs or the intimidating reputation of the owner. All these cases were effectively resolved by informing the municipal malaria coordinator, who ensured access by writing formal letters and arranging meetings with the concerned companies and individuals. A special arrangement was necessary for TCU 84 at the western corner of Mikocheni B, which is owned by the armed forces. In this case, the solution agreed between army representatives and the municipal malaria coordinator was to recruit an extra CORP from among the army personnel. Notably, no problems occurred in the cluster of unplanned residential TCUs in the east of Mikocheni A. In this area, characterized by high housing density and low socio-economic status, only few plots are fenced, and access was granted in all cases. The initially unsurveyed area in the eastern corner of Mikocheni A belongs to a shopping mall. The planned and
Figure 5
Final technical maps of the three study wards. A. Buguruni ward. B. Kurasini ward. C. Mikocheni ward. Red lines: TCU boundaries, numbers: TCU numbers, blue lines: neighbourhood boundaries, yellow areas: initially unsurveyed by CORPs, blue areas: initially unsurveyed by CORPs and now included in newly created TCUs.
unplanned areas can be easily distinguished in the colour maps by the different courses of their TCU boundaries. In planned areas, the lines are relatively straight and smooth, but they appear rather irregular and uneven in the unplanned part in the east of Mikocheni A. In addition, TCUs in planned settings are generally a lot larger compared to those in unplanned ones, due to the size of the houses and corresponding plots.

**Buguruni ward**

Buguruni ward (figure 5A) with a total area of 3.6 km² consists of four neighbourhoods (Mnyamani, Kisiwani, Malapa and Madenge). Although it is a lot smaller than Mikocheni, it consists of more than twice as many TCUs. This reflects the fact that the residential parts of Buguruni are largely unplanned settlements with high housing density and a relatively low socio-economic background, characterized by small TCU sizes. The few relatively large TCUs are industrial areas, belong to the police and churches, or are used for agricultural purposes such as the northern part of Kisiwani which is located in a river valley (TCU 92–96). In order to ease the work for the CORPs in this huge agricultural area, the local field and supervisory staff came up with a special way for defining TCU and plot boundaries. These initiatives were initiated by the technical mapping, during which confusions about TCU and plot boundaries on behalf of the CORPs became obvious. The collaboration with staff on all administrative levels stimulated creative, participatory and solution-oriented action. Comprehensive larval surveillance was achieved by using coconut trees as boundary indicators, and by marking their stems with the respective numbers (figure 7). The few unsurveyed areas that had to be included were all due to the initial restriction of the owners to let the CORPs enter their plots.

**Kurasini ward**

Kurasini ward (figure 5B) comprises five neighbourhoods (Mivinjeni, Kiungani, Shimo la Udongo, Minazini and Kurasini). It is characterized by large commercial harbour areas and petrol industries located in the northern and eastern parts. All of these areas were initially not surveyed and had to be included into the surveillance system. Most of them were not part of existing TCUs. Therefore, 22 new TCUs and corresponding sketch maps were created by the responsible field and supervisory team (blue areas in figure 5B). Access to those areas was established through formal letters to and discussions with company representatives. The south-western half of Kurasini ward is residential area. Similar to the situation in Mikocheni, there are planned low and medium density as well as unplanned high density settlements, which can be distinguished by their differing TCU sizes and boundary characteristics. Within the residential areas, several initially unsurveyed areas were included into the survey system.

Three areas were found unsurveyed due to their uninhabited status, namely a bush area, a mangrove swamp, and an open space. A commercial area was included in Minazini. The remaining initially unsurveyed areas had been difficult to access, such as fenced industrial plots. However, these areas were readily assimilated through intervention of senior municipal staff, as described for Mikocheni.

The technical mapping revealed that the sizes of TCUs vary tremendously. The smallest TCU (0.0013 km²) was found in Buguruni Malapa. Before the sketch maps were corrected, the largest TCU with almost 0.9 km² was located in Buguruni Kisiwani. After subdividing it into the smaller TCUs 92–96, the maximum TCU size today is 0.6 km² (TCU 77 in Mikocheni B). Apparently, these variations had not been adequately considered in the initial allocation of work areas to CORPs. Some CORPs had been assigned relatively small areas, whereas others were responsible for much larger areas (figure 6A and 6B). The technical mapping led to the redistribution and reallocation of the work areas per CORP, and the recruitment and training of additional CORPs where necessary (figure 6B and 6C). The average weekly workload per CORP is defined here as the surface area of a neighbourhood divided by the number of CORPs assigned to this neighbourhood. Hypothetically, i.e. if the sketch maps had been correct and leaving no gaps within each ward from the beginning, and if the CORPs had really surveyed all areas before the sketch maps were verified, this would have resulted in an average weekly workload of almost 0.9 km² per CORP (figure 6C and 6D). In reality, only 0.6 km² per CORP and week had been surveyed on average, which lead to large unsurveyed gaps equivalent to a 31.6% shortfall in spatial coverage. After the correction of the sketch maps, each CORP is now responsible for an average of slightly less than 0.6 km² per week. Considering the average weekly workload of all CORPs, the largest area to be surveyed by a CORP has decreased from 2.3 km² before the technical mapping to 1.1 km² afterwards. At the same time, no CORP was responsible for surveying less than 0.2 km² after the technical mapping, compared to 0.1 km² before (figure 6C and 6D). Thus, the workload per CORP has been distributed more equitably, which is likely to impact the quality of work.

**Discussion**

The community-based participatory mapping represents a useful tool for urban mosquito larval control. After its completion, corrected sketch maps, description forms and formalized colour maps based on an aerial photograph were available for the complete study area. On this basis, 100% spatial coverage of mosquito larval habitat surveillance by CORPs was achieved, which would have been
impossible with either the sketch maps or the formalized colour maps alone.

From the point of view of programme field workers including CORPs, the sketch maps and associated detailed plot descriptions are indispensable guidance tools. The sketch map system accommodates the different cognitive abilities of the CORPs, as the map style can be adapted according to their personal preferences in order to achieve optimal orientation. However, only few CORPs were comfortable to use an aerial photograph as a basis for their work, which rules out the option of replacing all sketch maps with formalized maps. Nevertheless, CORPs who wish to use formalized maps as an addition to their sketch maps can be provided with laminated printouts. When a CORP has to be replaced, the successor takes over the existing sketch maps but is free to adjust or redraw them if desired.

From a programme management perspective, the sketch maps are an ideal method to assign a unique number to each plot, whereas the technical mapping approach with aerial imagery proved to be essential for the verification and correction of the sketch maps. Moreover, the georeferenced colour maps that show the demarcations and locations of TCUs enable management staff to assess and analyze the data collected by the CORPs, and to conduct targeted spot checks.

**Figure 6**

**Impact of technical mapping** Situation in each of the 12 neighbourhoods of the study area, directly before and three months after the preliminary sketch maps were formalized and corrected by using the technical mapping approach with aerial photographs. A. Total area in km² surveyed by CORPs (*) before and after technical mapping. The latter is equal to 100% of the surface area of all 12 neighbourhoods. B. Number of CORPs before and after technical mapping. C and D. Average weekly workload per CORP in km² (**) before and after technical mapping. "Hypothetical workload" assumes that the sketch maps had been correct and leaving no gaps within each neighbourhood from the beginning, and that the CORPs had surveyed all these areas even before the sketch maps were verified. "Real workload" only takes into account the area actually surveyed by CORPs. The circles represent the 12 neighbourhoods, and the horizontal bars represent the arithmetical means. (*) area which is routinely and weekly monitored by CORPs, and for which sketch maps plus description forms are available (**), weekly workload is calculated as the total area of a neighbourhood divided by the number of CORPs working in the respective neighbourhood.
The use of GIS software in the mapping approach proved to be extremely helpful for programme management and supervision of field activities, although only basic functions were utilized. Similar positive findings have also been made in other malaria control programmes in South Africa and Mozambique [34-36], and public health in Africa generally [37]. The approach does not require any electronic devices such as GPS receivers in the field. In addition, if digital aerial imagery is available, costly equipment like digitizing tablets or large format scanners are not needed. The entire GIS database as well as all subsequent updates thereof has been made available to the central GIS unit of the Dar es Salaam City Council. It can be used as a basis for any Council activity such as health interventions, waste management programs, and urban planning, to name a few.

The mapping approach adheres to the existing administrative boundary system in Tanzania, mainly referring to the ten-cell-units. In a dynamic environment such as the rapidly growing city of Dar es Salaam, this allows optimal orientation for community-based programme staff in the field, without having to create entirely new sets of artificial boundaries. Whenever there are changes, sketch maps can easily be updated during their weekly use by the CORPs. The technical team only needs to be informed in case TCU boundaries have been modified. It is argued that this approach has practical programmatic advantages over imposed raster grid systems [23,38,39], because it considers user-definable boundaries that can be agreed in a participatory manner on the ground and that can be readily recognized by community-based staff without access to, or the necessary education to use, GIS technology. In this way, GIS can be participatory, with the potential to enhance community involvement [40]. In the operational context of malaria control Dar es Salaam, this rather basic but straightforward way of applying GIS is advantageous, as resources in terms of available data and expert personnel are limited. The same tendency has also been observed for lower-income countries in general [41], and accessing such limited resources can be a challenge in itself.

The system of ten-cell-units such as the one in Dar es Salaam (or hamlets and vitongoji, as they are called in the rural districts of Tanzania [42]) probably is slightly different to the administrative systems in countries other than Tanzania. Therefore, applying this mapping approach to other regions of Africa and beyond will require the adaptation to the particular systems of each country. In such cases, the smallest administrative units that exist in the respective areas of interest in those countries can be used as adequate substitutes for ten-cell-units. However, for successfully utilizing the participatory mapping procedure, it is of crucial importance that the residents of the target areas are aware of the administrative units they live in. Otherwise, community-based programme staff would not be able to draw from the knowledge of community members regarding the locations of boundaries. Therefore, in areas where the smallest existing administrative units are not well known to the local population, it might be a good alternative to refer to roads, rivers, pathways or similar intuitive landmarks that can be easily identified by community members.

Similar mapping approaches in African settings have been implemented for other purposes, scales and cities. For example, in Southern Sudan, urban maps have been produced to assist town planners in their efforts to respond effectively to returning population and reintegration issues. The Data Exchange Platform for the Horn of Africa (DEPHA) also provides a few datasets on urban scale. The EPIDEMIO programme has produced maps of several African cities. However, in contrast to the procedure in Dar es Salaam, these GIS-based approaches required a considerable amount of technical expertise and external support. Moreover, there are no participatory components. Hence, they cannot provide the necessary basis for community-based comprehensive mosquito larval surveillance.

The costs of the mapping approach are listed in table 2. For mapping the entire study area surveyed here, less than US$ 14,000 have been spent, which is equal to US$ 831 per km². Thus, the complete set of correct sketch and formal maps covering one TCU costs an average of approximately US$ 24. Considering that the maps have to be produced only once and do not require much updating
from then on, these costs appear reasonable and affordable not only for the Dar es Salaam programme, but also for any other comparable larval control intervention in Africa or elsewhere.

Areas that were initially not included in any sketch map are theoretically just as likely as any other area to contain breeding sites for malaria vectors, and might be very important sources for mosquitoes that fly into residential areas. In the study area in Dar es Salaam, most of the newly included areas were industrial or commercial areas and open spaces. Whereas industrial and commercial areas might be just as important as residential ones in terms of mosquito productivity, the open grass and scrublands that often frame such industrial and commercial plots are particularly likely to support key vectors from the An. gambiae complex [43]. This is particularly true for open spaces, notably those that are located in lowlands with a relatively high ground water table, and used for agricultural purposes. Considering that the number of infective mosquito bites per person per year is inversely proportional to the human population density [44,45], and mosquitoes disperse until they find blood [46,47], all these predominantly unoccupied areas might therefore contribute considerably to mosquito emergence rate [23,38,46-48] and malaria transmission [49] in neighbouring residential TCUs. Therefore, the inclusion of the initially unsurveyed areas into routine mosquito larval surveillance and control is likely to have a great impact on the effectiveness of such a programme, particularly after the planned addition of surrounding wards to the UMCP.

The framework generated through this mapping procedure made it possible to rationally allocate every square meter of the programme area to individual CORPs under the oversight of specific supervisors. Such individualization of responsibility is considered essential for managing larviciding programmes [50,51] because of the rigorous, sustained and comprehensive coverage required to achieve useful reductions of malaria transmission in Africa.

Conclusion

The participatory mapping approach developed in Dar es Salaam enables complete coverage of targeted areas with mosquito larval habitat surveillance and control through comprehensive spatial coverage with community-derived maps. It can be fully integrated into an operational malaria control programme which takes local administrative or other suitable structures into account. The procedure is simple, straightforward, and low cost. It requires only minimal technical skills and equipment. Most importantly, even if the respective administrative boundary system varies from country to country, it can easily be scaled up not only to the remaining parts of Dar es Salaam, which is currently in progress, but also to other cities in Tanzania or any country affected by mosquito-borne diseases in Africa or elsewhere.
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